
Increase the shelf life—and profit potential—of your hot-selling snack 
foods by keeping them fresher, longer!

Only from Nemco!

Countertop  
Humidified Merchandiser 
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Long Live Freshness!
Suggested Uses
This compact unit is perfect for c-stores, snack 
shops and a host of other retail applications. 
Keeps fresh a wide range of items, including  
croissants, muffins, bagels, cookies, burgers,  
burritos, breakfast sandwiches and more.
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Say goodbye to the old and dry that cut into your margins on those 
popular warm-food items you sell. Nemco’s Countertop Humidified 
Merchandiser keeps them moist and fresh for longer periods of time, 
reducing your food waste and making your brand look, oh, so good.

It’s “Point of Sale,” Not Point of Stale
Nemco combines smart merchandising appeal with practical features 
that maximize the look, texture and taste of warm food favorites.

•  Crystal-clear, polycarbonate panels, interior lighting and angled 
shelves showcase foods beautifully.

•  A built-in water reservoir with humidity control adds moist heat  
to extend shelf-life freshness.

•  Manual temperature controls adjust from 100°F for keeping 
donuts, muffins and other baked goods warm, to 190°F for keeping 
burgers, burritos and other hotter foods safe.

•  Colorful graphic punctuates the POS appeal.

Your ROI Lasts Longer Too
In trademark Nemco fashion, this robust unit is built to endure your 
most demanding, high-traffic counter spaces, so you get more for 
your money.
• Stainless-steel construction with powder coating is tough as nails.
•  Electropolished stainless steel racks maintain their rigidity  

and appearance. 
• Compact design fits virtually anywhere.

General Specifications

Model Description

6475 Humidified Merchandiser

Dimensions
Equipment (w x d x h) 20" x 171⁄2" x 26" 
Carton (w x d x h) 211⁄4" x 201⁄4" x 261⁄4" 
Shipping weight 64 lbs. 
Actual weight 55 lbs. 

Performance Specifications
Temperature range 90°–200°

Electrical Requirements
Voltage 120
Wattage 826
Amps 6.9
Power supply NEMA 5-15P

Replacement parts are available through 
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.

Nemco reserves the right to make design,  
specification or model changes without notice.

Suggested Uses

Panels are 
polycarbonate to 
maximize longevity 
and visibility

Black powder coating on 
stainless steel casing is both 
attractive and durable

Easy-access water reservoir 
maintains the perfect degree 
of moist heat

Merchandising graphic provides 
an attractive retail accent

Maintain a wide temperature 
range—between 100°F and 
190°F for all sorts of foods

Manual controls with low-water  
indicator light and rocker switch  
simplify operation

Three angled wire 
shelves are easily 
removed for versatility 
and quick cleaning


